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Abstract
The manufacturing industry is faced with the challenge to constantly improve
its processes, e.g., due to lower profit margins, more strict environmental poli-
cies and increased societal awareness. These three aspects are considered as
the pillars of sustainable development and typically give rise to multiple and
conflicting objectives. Hence, any decision made will require trade-offs to be
evaluated and compromises to be made. To support decision-making an in-
teractive multi-objective framework is presented to optimize dynamic processes
based on mathematical models. The framework includes a numerically efficient
strategy to account for parametric uncertainty in the models and it allows to
directly minimize the operational risks arising from this uncertainty. Hence,
for the first time expert knowledge on the trade-offs between traditional objec-
tive functions and operational risks is readily and interactively available for the
practitioners in the field of dynamic systems. The introduced interactive frame-
work for multi-objective dynamic optimization under uncertainty is successfully
tested for a three and five-objective fed-batch reactor case study with uncertain
feed temperature and heat transfer parameters.
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1. Introduction
The increased awareness towards societal (e.g., increase safety and main-
tain/increase occupational level) and environmental aspects (e.g., decrease en-
ergy consumption and decrease emissions) of public institutions has indicated
sustainable development as a main target for the whole global manufacturing5
industry. The priorities and targets of the EU growth strategy Europe-2020
confirmed this trend. An important aspect of sustainable development includes
targeting a more sustainable operation of the existing technologies.
Dynamic mathematical models and model based optimization techniques10
have for more than 30 years contributed to improvements in economic sustain-
ability (e.g., maximize profit or production) of industrial processes. However,
much less effort has been spent on: (i) the inclusion of societal and environ-
mental impact within optimization studies, (ii) the trade-offs arising between
all objectives, (iii) the proposition of different optimal improvement alternatives15
(iv) the efficient visualization and analysis of proposed alternatives and (v) the
making of well-informed decisions for operation under uncertainty.
1.1. Multi-objective and model based optimization as Expert Systems
For all these reasons, it is crucial to recognize the value of model based
optimization and multi-objective optimization (MOO) algorithms as powerful20
expert systems. In particular, one should consider how difficult it would be for a
human-being to decide upon tens of degrees of freedom, subjected to (possibly)
non-linear dynamic equations, constraints and objective functions. Adding to
this mix, multiple and conflicting objectives, uncertainty and multi-dimensional
data, makes the task of selecting an optimal operation policy extremely daunt-25
ing. Hence, there is the need to develop advanced expert systems that draw from
several different research directions (e.g., multi-objective optimization, model
based dynamic optimization, interactive software design, information theory,
2
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decision-making and data visualization and analysis) to support experts in the
field to make sound and reliable decisions in real-time.30
With respect to multi-objective optimization, typically, a single solution that
optimizes all conflicting objectives simultaneously is not possible, but there ex-
ists a set of mathematically equivalent solutions, known as the Pareto set (?).
In order to select the best solution among this set of alternatives, an expert in35
the field of the investigated problem , i.e., a decision-maker (DM) is asked to
express his/her preferences. To support decision-making in practice MOO can
be exploited to help the DM generating different Pareto optimal alternatives
according to his/her preferences and choosing among them. Based on the way
these preferences are taken into account, it is possible to categorize the different40
MOO methods in (?): (i) a priori ; the DM expresses his/her preferences before
generating the solution, (ii) a posteriori ; the DM decides based on a set of pre-
viously generated alternatives and (iii) interactive; the DM directly participates
in the solution procedure by consecutively refining the set of generated solution
according to his/her updated preferences.45
1.2. Interactive multi-objective optimization
In the last decade the multi-objective optimization aspects in the operation
of dynamic processes (resulting in so-called multi-objective dynamic optimiza-
tion or multi-objective optimal control problems (MOOCPs)) have gained inter-50
est (see, e.g., ?????). It has to be mentioned that these infinite dimensional
optimal control problems are typically discretized resulting into finite dimen-
sional large-scale nonlinear optimization problems (NLPs).
Hence, in this context it may become computationally expensive to compute55
a well-distributed set of Pareto points over the entire feasible criteria space or
it might be a non-trivial task for the DM to correctly condense his/her pref-
erences in mathematical terms. One possible solution comes from interactive
3
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multi-objective optimization algorithms. These methods gradually explore the
Pareto set based on a consecutive and repeated interaction with DM. During60
the human-algorithm interaction the DM can gain valuable knowledge about
the problem and adjust his/her preferences according to constantly updated
and refined information. Often, interactive methods implement an achievement
scalarization function (ASF) (?) in one of its variants to generate Pareto op-
timal alternatives (?). As a consequence, it is possible to distinguish between65
methods according to the way the preference update is performed: (i) by up-
dating the reference point (e.g., ????) or by assigning the different objectives
to categories, e.g., to be improved and can be worsened. An example of the
latter class is the NIMBUS method (?). Recently, it has been extended to IND-
NIMBUS with additional methods from the former class (??) and it was linked70
to the dynamic process simulator APROS (?).
The proposed interactive method differs from the previously mentioned ap-
proaches both from a theoretical and from a practical point of view. First of
all, the proposed method is based on an interactive adaptation of the Normal75
Boundary Intersection (NBI, ?) and Enhanced Normalized Normal Constraint
(ENNC, ??) methods. Hence, the DM does not express his/her preferences
via a reference point or by assigning objectives to categories but via the brows-
ing of the scalarization parameters, i.e., weights, space. This represents the
first conceptual difference in respect to other interactive methods since there is80
a fundamental shift in paradigm during the interaction between the DM and
the algorithm. A second difference is given by the active use of the Graphical
User Interface (GUI) as a learning tool for the DM, when solving dynamic opti-
mization problems. The proposed GUI allows the DM to grasp the underlying
system dynamics and to identify possible process bottlenecks and critical con-85
straints via the interactive visualization of the state and control profiles. After
this first learning step the DM can decide either to refine the entire Pareto set
or to add an additional point in a specific location of interest on the Pareto
set. The use of the GUI to explore in depth the obtained dynamic optimization
4
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solutions represents a novelty with respect to algorithm implementation which90
is necessary when dealing with dynamic systems. A similar approach to the
one presented here was presented by ?. There an interactive implementation
of the Pascoletti-Serafini scalarization method (?, i.e., general case of NBI and
ENNC) was used and it was connected to the steady-state flowsheet simula-
tor CHEMASIM. Also there the DM updates his/her preferences by selecting95
the scalarization parameters via sliders. Additionally, in this work a sandwich
approach (i.e., calculation of outer and inner approximations was used) to es-
timate the accuracy of the Pareto front. The main difference in methodology
between the two methods is that in the proposed implementation a simplicial
grid is imposed on the Pareto front, where the Pareto points are the vertices100
of the multi-dimensional simplices. This allows a better understanding of the
relationship between points and it is also used to provide decision-support for
problems with more than two objectives.
It has to be noted that all the interactive MOO methods discussed so far105
are based on deterministic scalarization methods, a separate discussion should
be done for evolutionary strategies (e.g., ??) and their interactive implementa-
tions (see, e.g., ??????????). The reasons behind this is due to the differences
between the way candidate Pareto solutions are generated and the fact that the
DM interaction is mostly limited to the selection of a reference point. Hence,110
since the current work is based on deterministic and scalarization based ap-
proaches, for the sake of brevity, a detailed discussion on evolutionary based
methods is not reported here.
Moreover, in order to exploit all the possible benefits and to limit the pos-115
sible drawbacks coming from the deployment of human-algorithm interactions,
a careful attention to the design of the interactivity features should be taken
into account ?. In this respect, it is crucial to avoid overloading the DM with
too much information ?? which can undermine his/her decision capabilities,
extend the time to reach a decision or even mislead him/her towards (possibly)120
5
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wrong search directions. A possible solution to this problem has been recently
introduced by ?. There, the DM is assisted by agents, which help guiding the
exploration process towards predetermined search directions. Another possibil-
ity comes from a wider and more systematic use of concepts and tools (e.g.,
?) from the field of visual analytics (i.e., analytic reasoning supported by tai-125
lored data visualizations). In this respect the work of ? can be considered a
first starting point. In this work a step in this direction is done by allowing
the DM to interactively select between different visualization methods both for
the learning phase and for updating his/her preferences. In particular, for the
latter case the proposed GUI makes use of dedicated decision-support windows130
that allow the DM to gain different insights and, therefore, build a stronger
confidence in his/her decision in a shorter amount of time.
1.3. Quantify uncertainty to minimize operational risk
Additionally, another important contribution of the current work is the pos-
sibility to directly consider operational risks related to uncertainty in the pro-135
cess parameters as an objective function. Unfortunately, model based simulation
and optimization are intrinsically affected by uncertainty in the model (e.g., ??).
When dealing with inherent parametric uncertainty, mainly two different strate-
gies have been used in literature: (i) accounting for the states and/or parameters
probability distribution by specifying expected value optimization problems and140
chance constraints (e.g., ??????) or, (ii) formulating a worst case scenario op-
timization when the uncertainty is defined by a given set, e.g., a box or ellipsoid
(see, e.g., ??? for optimal control and ? for an online application). Other
strategies to quantify and consider the system’s variances are reported for ex-
ample in ??.145
By directly accounting for uncertainty in optimization problems, an in-
creased robustness for the obtained solution is achieved. For instance, chances
that constraints are violated when the solution is applied, will be lower. How-
ever, this increased robustness is usually accompanied by a performance loss150
6
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(e.g., loss in productivity) in the process (??). Hence, trade-offs between ro-
bustness and performance are introduced and can be studied via MOO. It has to
be emphasized that robust optimization problems typically require the addition
of a significant number of equations to describe the uncertainty propagation and
consequently are much larger in size and more complex than the original one.155
Two frameworks for the solution of multi-objective problems under uncer-
tainty have been proposed in ? and ?. However, the former is limited to scalar
design optimization problems and the latter only reports bi-objective optimal
control problem and it does not include interactive features. In this work the160
uncertainty is tackled in a computationally tractable way with a probabilistic
approach via the Sigma Point (SP) method (?). Additionally, the operational
risk related with the uncertainty is directly accounted as an additional objective
function. This allows to directly quantify the trade-offs between more robust
operating conditions and the other objectives.165
1.4. Contribution
The current paper proposes a novel interactive adaptation of MOO scalar-
ization algorithms (????) along with a tailored GUI for the evaluation of the
trade-offs arising between multiple objectives in nonlinear dynamic optimiza-170
tion problems under uncertainty (so-called robust multi-objective optimal control
problems (RMOOCPs)). The various contributions presented in this work are
combined in the novel tool called Pareto Browser to be used for multi-objective
dynamic optimization under uncertainty. The contribution can be summarized
as follows:175
1. Development of an interactive multi-objective framework. In con-
trast with existing interactive MOO methods, the proposed framework
is based on the update of preferences by the DM via the selection of
(weights) rather than indicating a reference point or categorizing the var-
ious objective functions. Additionally, the Pareto front is fitted with a180
7
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multi-dimensional simplicial grid. This grid allows for the definition of
fast global, i.e., on the entire Pareto front, or local updating procedure
for problems with more than two objectives. Moreover, the grid helps
the DM understand the relationship between different points. Different
visualization strategies (e.g., Parallel Coordinates and Level Diagrams)185
are deployed in the framework to allow the DM to gain different insights
and, therefore, build a stronger confidence in his/her decision in a shorter
amount of time.
2. Minimization of operational risk. A computationally tractable for-
mulation is proposed, which considers parametric uncertainty and casts190
the operational risk as an additional objective function. Also constraint
satisfaction in spite of related uncertainty is included. This allows to di-
rectly quantify the trade-offs arising when a robust solution is adopted.
3. Direct visualization of dynamic profiles and related robustness.
The proposed framework allows the direct visualization of dynamic state195
and control profiles. Additionally, the robustness level associated with
each profile is also depicted, allowing a direct quantification of the opera-
tional risk involved. This feature is tailor made for dynamic systems and
it has been found necessary during the decision process.
4. Efficient solution of large-scale NLPs. The proposed framework can200
efficiently tackle the large-scale NLPs arising from the discretization of
the multi-objective dynamic optimization problems under uncertainty.
This enables the possibility to use the proposed framework as a real-
time decision-making tool avoiding the need to postpone decisions due
to lengthy solution times.205
The article is structured as follows: First, Section 2 introduces the key ele-
ments for (i) multi-objective optimization, (ii) optimization under uncertainty,
(iii) dynamic optimization and finally (iv) robust multi-objective optimal con-
trol, and formulates the relevant optimization problems mathematically. Then,
8
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Section 3 illustrates the developed interactive Pareto Browser via the solution210
of a three-objective RMOOCP for a fed-batch reactor. Afterwards, Section 4
presents the application of the Pareto Browser for high-dimensional problems
on a five-objective RMOOCP. Section 5 discusses the advantages and the draw-
backs of the proposed framework and highlights future research lines for the
field of interactive MOO as an expert system tool. Finally, Section 6 draws the215
conclusions on the presented work.
2. Mathematical formulation and methods
2.1. Multi-objective optimization
2.1.1. Formulation
A general multi-objective optimization problem1 (MOOP) is formulated as
follows:
min
y∈Rn
{J1(y), J2(y), . . . , Jm(y)} (1)
subject to : g(y) ≥ 0 (2)
h(y) = 0 (3)
Here, y are all the optimization variables and the set of feasible solutions S220
is defined as all vectors y that satisfy the imposed constraints (2) and (3).
The individual objective functions Ji(y) can be grouped into the cost vector
J(y) = [J1(y), J2(y), . . . , Jm(y)]
⊺. As optimality criterion, the concept of
Pareto optimality is adopted.
225
Definition. A point y∗ ∈ S, is Pareto optimal if and only if there does not
exist another point y ∈ S, such that Ji(y) ≤ Ji(y∗) for all i and Ji(y) < Ji(y∗)
1Without loss of generality only scalar formulations are presented in view of brevity.
9
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for at least one objective function.
Furthermore, the following items are introduced: the minimizer y∗i of the230
i-th cost function Ji(y), the utopia point J
∗ = [J∗1 , J
∗
2 , . . . , J
∗
m]
⊺ which con-
tains the minima of the individual objective functions Ji(y
∗
i ), the individual
minima cost vectors or anchor points J(y∗i ), which is the cost vector evalu-
ated for the individual minimizer y∗i , the pay-off matrix Φ, whose i-th col-
umn is J(y∗i ) − J∗. The Convex Hull of Individual Minima CHIM is de-235
fined as the set of points in Rm that are a convex combination of J(y∗i ) -
J∗, i.e., {Φw : w ∈ Rm ,∑mi=1 wi, wi ≥ 0}.
2.1.2. Multi-objective scalarization methods
Scalarization methods reformulate the MOOP into a parametric single-objective240
optimization problem (SOOP). By consistently varying the scalarization param-
eters (often called weights w) an approximation of the Pareto set is obtained.
However, the computation of the entire set can become expensive. Moreover,
most often the DM is only interested in a specific part of the Pareto front.
Hence, it is interesting to exploit the algorithms in an interactive way.245
Weighted Sum (WS). The convex Weighted Sum is still often used in practice:
min
y∈Rn
JWS =
m∑
i=1
wiJi(y) (4)
(5)
subject to : g(y) ≥ 0 (6)
h(y) = 0 (7)
10
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with wi ≥ 0 and
∑m
i=1 wi = 1. The WS has several intrinsic drawbacks ?.
Non-convex parts of the Pareto set cannot be explored and an even distribution
of weights does not necessarily lead to a uniform discretization of the Pareto set.
250
Normal Boundary Intersection (NBI). NBI is a specific case of the Pascoletti-
Serafini method ? and reformulates the MOOP as follows ?:
max
y∈Rn, tNBI∈R
tNBI, (8)
subject to : g(y) ≥ 0 (9)
h(y) = 0 (10)
Φw − λΦe = J(y)− J∗ (11)
with weights wi ≥ 0,
∑m
i=1 wi = 1 and e = [1, 1, ..., 1]
⊺ ∈ Rm the m-dimensional
vector containing all ones. Hence, Φw indicates a point on the CHIM, and
−tNBIΦe describes the (quasi-)normal direction to the CHIM. The rationale is
that the intersection between the (quasi-)normal from any point Φw and the
boundary of the feasible cost space closest to the utopia point is expected to be255
Pareto optimal. To this end, Eq. (8) introduces the maximization of the length
tNBI along the (quasi-)normal described by m additional equality constraints
(Eq. (11)). NBI has been reported to mitigate the intrinsic drawbacks of the WS
mentioned above ?. A geometric interpretation of NBI and analytic relations
linking an NBI solution to the corresponding WS solution can be found in ?.260
(Enhanced) Normalized Normal Constraint ((E)NNC).. ENNC reformulates
the original MOO in an alternative way ??:
min
y∈Rn
Jˆm, (12)
(13)
11
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subject to : g(y) ≥ 0 (14)
h(y) = 0 (15)
(Jˆ(y∗m)− Jˆ(y∗i ))⊺(Φˆw − Jˆ(y)) ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, (16)
where ˆ indicates variables based on normalized objectives. The rationale is
to minimize the a single objective (Eq. (12)), while reducing the feasible cost
space by adding m−1 hyperplanes given by Eq. (16) that are orthogonal to the
CHIM. Normalization is achieved as proposed in ?. Analytic relations linking
solutions of ENNC to NBI can be found in ?.265
2.2. Robust optimization
2.2.1. Formulation
Generally, a scalar optimization problem subject to uncertain parameters
can be formulated as follows2:
min
y∈Rn
J(y,λ), (17)
subject to : g(y,λ) ≥ 0, (18)
h(y,λ) = 0. (19)
with nλ the number of uncertain parameters in the vector λ. In the current
paper, these parameters are assumed to be determined by a probability dis-
tribution. Hence, in order to convert the above optimization problem into a270
formulation with expected values and single chance constraints a technique to
propagate the uncertainty is needed.
2Again a scalar formulation is presented for reasons of brevity.
12
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2.2.2. Uncertainty propagation using the Sigma Point method
The Sigma Point (SP) method allows to efficiently approximate probabil-275
ity distributions mapped through nonlinear transformations. The method was
proposed in ? and it is centered on the intuitive notion of approximating a dis-
tribution via a fixed number of points in the parameter space (i.e., the so-called
Sigma Points), rather than approximating an arbitrary nonlinear function. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the principles of the Sigma Point method applied to a function280
with two uncertain parameters. The dots on the oval represent the four new
parameter values for which the nonlinear function has to be additionally eval-
uated. The propagation of the nominal parameter value and the four newly
introduced parameter values through the nonlinear function gives rise to five
outputs in total. These outputs are then used to compute the expected value285
and variance-covariance. This transformation can be, in a model-based opti-
mization framework, regarded as the simulation of the process model and/or
the evaluation of the objective function(s) and constraints.
?
?
Figure 1: Illustration of the sigma point method. On the left, the parameter space is displayed.
The four dots on the oval represent the four parameter variations. These four variations as well
as the expected parameter values (the center of the oval) are propagated through the nonlinear
transformation k. Based on the obtained results the expected value and variance-covariance
can be approximated.
Mathematically, this can be expressed as follows. Assume the following
nonlinear function:
z = k(λ) , (20)
13
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where the vector λ has a specific distribution with a given expected value λ¯ and
variance-covariance matrix Pλ. The sigma points are defined as:
pi0 = λ¯, (21)
pii = λ¯+
√
(nλ + κ)Pλi with i = 1, . . . , nλ, (22)
pii = λ¯−
√
(nλ + κ)Pλi−nλ , with i = nλ + 1, . . . , 2nλ (23)
A total of 2nλ + 1 Sigma Points is needed, where nλ is the dimension of the
vector λ.
√
Pλi, denotes the i-th column of the matrix square root, which can
be computed by, e.g., a Cholesky decomposition. These Sigma Points are then
evaluated via the nonlinear function:
ζi = k(pii) with i = 0, . . . , 2nλ. (24)
The mean can be approximated as:
z¯ =
1
nλ + κ
(
κζ0 +
1
2
2nλ∑
i=1
ζi
)
, (25)
while the variance-covariance matrix is approximated as:
Pzz =
1
nλ + κ
(κ(ζ0 − z¯)(ζ0 − z¯)⊤ + 1
2
2nλ∑
i=1
(ζi − z¯)(ζi − z¯)⊤). (26)
An answer to the question how to choose the parameter κ and a thorough290
theoretical analysis of the approximation errors can be found in ?. Note also
that the choice of these Sigma Points is not unique. Several methods, each with
their advantages have been proposed in ?. However, in the current study κ is
taken equal to 3− nλ.
2.2.3. Sigma point formulation for robust optimization295
In this section the extension of the SP method for optimization problems
under uncertainty is described.
14
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The nonlinear map k(λ) in Eq. (20) relates in an optimization context to
the evaluation of the objective function J(y,λ) for given decision variables y
that satisfy the equality constraints h(y,λ) = 0. Hence, the objective function
J(y,λ) has to be evaluated 2nλ + 1 times in order to approximate its expected
value J¯(y) as:
J¯(y) =
1
nλ + κ
(
κJ(y, pi0) +
1
2
2nλ∑
i=1
J(y, pii)
)
. (27)
Also the objective function’s variance PJ can be approximated with negligible
additional computational effort in analogy with Eqs. (25) and (26).
300
Similarly, the SP method allows for the computation of the expected con-
straint values, g¯(y,λ), and the associated variance-covariance matricesPg(y,λ)
with negligible additional computational effort (see Eqs. (25) and (26)).
Consequently, a robust optimization problem with respect to uncertain pa-
rameters can be formulated as follows:
min
y∈Rn
J¯(y,λ) + αJ
√
PJ(y,λ), (28)
subject to : g(y, pii) ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , nλ (29)
h(y, pii) = 0 (30)
g¯j(y,λ)− αg,j
√
Pg,jj(y,λ) ≥ 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , ng (31)
Here, the scalar αJ and the vector αg are multiplication factors that introduce
a performance loss and a constraint back-off. It has to be noted that a first
robustification effect comes from the requirement that all constraints have to
be simultaneously satisfied for all Sigma Points (Eqs. (29)). A more relaxed
approach could consist in requiring only the resulting Expected value of the
constraints to be satisfied, and therefore leave the Sigma Point realizations
15
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free to violate the constraints. A second robustifaction effect is added with the
introduction of the variance-covariance matrix Pg in the constraint formulation
(Eq. (31)). This equation can be interpreted as a series of probabilistic single
chance constraints (i.e., one for each constraint gj in the vector g) with Pg,jj
the j-th diagonal element of the variance-covariance matrix Pg related to the
j-th constraint gj:
Pr(g¯j(y,λ)− αgj
√
Pg,jj ≥ 0) ≤ A (32)
which requires that the probability of violation is less than (100 − A)%. The305
interesting aspect is that the level of confidence, i.e., the value of A can be
manipulated through the multiplication factor αg. Moreover, if the probabil-
ity density function of the constraints can be assumed to be normal then the
multiplication factors αg have the straightforward interpretation of quantiles of
the Gaussian distribution. Hence, if for example αg = 1.96 in Eq. (32), then A310
corresponds to a 95% probability. In other words, the single chance constraint
has to be satisfied in 95% of the realizations. It has to be stressed that the
assumption of (approximate) normality on the probability density function of
the constraints can and has to be checked afterwards, e.g., via Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. If a too high percentage of violations is observed, the multiplication315
factor can be adjusted. Including these Monte-Carlo simulations, however, in
the optimization itself will in general be computationally too expensive.
However, a dedicated loop to adjust the value of αg can be implemented.
Additionally, if the resulting uncertainty distribution appears not to be normal,320
but, e.g. multi-modal, a different procedure for the generation of the sigma
points specifically tailored to tackle this kind of distribution should be adopted
(?). Finally, if the resulting uncertainty distribution would present discontinu-
ities or not fall back in a well-known category. A more detailed investigation of
the dependency of the model from the considered uncertain parameters should325
be carried out.
16
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Table 1: Chances and frequencies for a normally distributed event to be outside the confidence
region, assuming that the event happens once a day.
αg Chance outside CR [%] Occurence: once every ...
1 3.2× 101 3 days
2 4.6 22 days
3 2.7× 10−1 1 year
4 6.3× 10−3 43 years
5 5.7× 10−5 4779 years
6 2.0× 10−7 1.4 million (106) years
7 2.6× 10−10 1.1 billion (109) years
8 1.2× 10−13 2.2 trillion (1012) years
In the current work the values of the parameter αg will not be assigned a
priori but will be regarded as additional objective functions. This allows to
directly quantify the trade-offs arising between increasing robustness and de-330
creasing performance. However, no additional penalty related to the objective
function’s variance is imposed on the the objective (i.e., αJ equals zero.) As an
illustration, Table 1 gives an idea of the frequency of occurrence for different
values of αg. It is clear that a deviation of 8σ is an extraordinary situation.
On the other hand, a confidence region (CR) with only 1σ or 2σ is very likely335
to be exceeded. Consequently, the higher the value of αg, the more confident
the DM can be that the investigated system will not exceed the corresponding
constraint, leading to a direct reduction of the operational risk.
2.3. Dynamic optimization or optimal control340
2.3.1. Formulation
In dynamic optimization or optimal control, dynamic processes described by
differential equations are optimized:
min
x(ξ),u(ξ),ξf
J(x(ξ),u(ξ), ξf ,p) = h(x(ξf),p, ξf) +
∫ ξf
0
g(x(ξ),u(ξ),p, ξ)dξ. (33)
17
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subject to :
dx
dξ
= f(x(ξ),u(ξ), ξ,p) ξ ∈ [0, ξf ], (34)
0 = bc(x(0),p), (35)
0 ≥ cp(x(ξ),u(ξ), ξ,p), (36)
0 ≥ ct(x(ξf), ξf ,p), (37)
Here, x are the state variables, while u and p denote the time-varying and time-
constant control variables, respectively. The vector f represents the dynamic
system equations (on the interval ξ ∈ [0, ξf ]) with initial conditions given by
the vector bc. In the current case f comprises Ordinary Differential Equations345
(ODEs), but extensions to Differential Algebraic Equations (DAEs) (e.g., ?) as
well as Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) are possible (e.g., ?). The vectors
cp and ct indicate, respectively, path and terminal inequality constraints on the
states and controls. The objective function J(x,u,p, ξf) can consist of both
terminal and integral terms, accounting for values at the interval end or along350
the entire interval, respectively.
2.3.2. Numerical methods
Two main classes of methods exist to solve optimal control problems: (i) di-
rect and (ii) indirect methods. Direct methods are also known as “first discretize,
than optimize” in contrast with indirect methods which follow the route “first355
optimize, than discretize¨. Indirect methods are based on the first-order nec-
essary conditions for optimality and reformulate the optimal control problems
in two point boundary value problems ?. Direct methods convert the optimal
control problem into a nonlinear programming problem (NLP). The NLP is then
solved via, e.g., sequential quadratic programming approaches (SQP) or interior360
point methods (IP). These methods have become the most common approaches
during the last decades. In particular, in this work the orthogonal collocation
(OCol) is exploited ?. Other direct methods, such as single and multiple shoot-
ing ?, require the use of integrators to solve the system of dynamic equations.
Instead, OCol fully discretizes the states, via third or higher-order (orthogonal)365
18
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polynomials, as well as the controls via a piecewise constant discretization. The
obtained set of discretized variables is taken as the set of optimization vari-
ables in an NLP. The size of the NLPs arising with this problem is quite large,
however, the NLPs usually exhibit a considerable level of structure and spar-
sity. Thus, dedicated algorithms, that exploit the problem structure become a370
necessity to efficiently solve the discretized problems.
2.4. Robust multi-objective optimal control
2.4.1. Formulation
In this section the information on robust optimization, multi-objective opti-
mization and optimal control is combined leading to the following robust multi-375
objective optimal control problem formulation:
min
xi(ξ),u(ξ),ξf
{
J¯1, J¯2, . . . J¯m,−αcp ,−αct
}
(38)
subject to:
dxi
dξ
= f(xi(ξ),u(ξ), ξ,p, pii) ξ ∈ [0, ξf ], with i = 0, . . . , 2nλ, (39)
0 = bc(xi(0),p, pii), (40)
0 ≥ cp(xi(ξ),u(ξ), ξ,p, pii), (41)
0 ≥ ct(xi(ξf), ξf ,p, pii), (42)
Pcp =
κ
nλ + κ
(
(cp,0 − c¯p)(cp,0 − c¯p)⊤ + 1
2
2nλ∑
i=1
(cp,i − c¯p)(cp,i − c¯p)⊤
)
, (43)
Pct =
κ
nλ + κ
(
(ct,0 − c¯t)(ct,0 − c¯t)⊤ + 1
2
2nλ∑
i=1
(ct,i − c¯t)(ct,i − c¯t)⊤
)
, (44)
0 ≥ c¯p,j + αcp
√
Pcp,jj for j = 1, . . . , ncp (45)
0 ≥ c¯t,j + αct
√
Pct,jj for j = 1, . . . , nct . (46)
The uncertainty is related to nλ uncertain parameters λ with mean λ¯,
19
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variance-covariance matrix Pλ and corresponding Sigma Points pii. As a conse-
quence, (i) expected values for all objective functions will be computed (Eq. (38)),
(ii) path and terminal constraints will be required to be feasible for all Sigma380
Points (Eqs. (41) and (42)) and (iii) chance constraints will be imposed (Eqs. (45)
and (46)). It has to be noted that the multiplication factors for back-off (αcp
and αct) are regarded as additional objectives. However, as a minimization
framework is presented here, a minus sign has to be placed in front of αcp and
αct to ensure for their maximization.385
2.4.2. Developed framework
The framework that has been developed within the programming language
Python integrates the methods detailed above. Figure 2 illustrates the frame-
work schematically. As multi-objective optimization techniques, the weighted
sum (WS), normal boundary intersection (NBI) and enhanced normalized nor-390
mal constraint (ENNC) methods have been adopted. The scalarization pa-
rameter values or weights are initially generated automatically to enable a first
exploration of the criterion space, while afterwards they can be adapted interac-
tively. The exact interaction features and graphical user interface that have been
added will be illustrated in the next section based on a case study. To enable395
a computationally tractable uncertainty propagation through the optimization
problem the Sigma Point method is exploited. To tackle the optimal control
problem a direct orthogonal collocation approach is employed which results in
a large-scale NLP that is solved using the interior point optimizer IPOPT ?.
To speed up convergence exact derivative information (i.e., gradients, jacobians400
and hessian) is provided through efficient automatic differentiation techniques
?. Although the presented framework is focussed on optimal control problems,
it has to be stressed that any model-based optimization problem with multiple
objectives can be tackled as long as it can be described as an NLP.
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Figure 2: Pareto Browser ’s schematic overview.
3. Interactive NBI/ENNC algorithms and Pareto Browser GUI405
In this section an interactive adaptation of the NBI and ENNC algorithms
(see Section 2.1.2) is introduced. The algorithm is coupled with a tailored
Graphical User Interface (GUI) to exploit all the capabilities of the proposed
interactive algorithm. The combination of the interactive algorithm and the GUI
is referred to as Pareto Browser. The Pareto Browser not only allows an inter-410
active solution of robust multi-objective optimal control problems (RMOOCPs)
but it also features different interactive visualization methods to further enhance
the understanding of the obtained solutions and help the decision-maker express
his/her preferences.
3.1. Interactive adaptation of NBI and ENNC methods415
Both NBI and ENNC are based on the calculation of the individual minima
cost vectors or anchor points J(y∗i ) to define the CHIM. Typically, once the
CHIM is defined, it is then evenly discretized with a set of scalarization param-
eter vectors. Each of these vectors is then used to formulate a single-objective
21
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optimization problem (SOOP).420
The interactive versions iNBI and iENNC presented here are based on the
interactive use of the scalarization parameters space to browse the Pareto set.
In particular, the CHIM is a projection of the weight space, obtained when the
anchor points are solved. Hence, the idea behind the proposed algorithm is to425
avoid the complete discretization of the CHIM but rather use it as a map to
browse the subtended Pareto set by interactively defining one or more scalar-
ization parameter vectors at a time.
Additionally, to guide the DM through the browsing of the Pareto set for430
three-dimensional problems, each Pareto point added to the set is organized
based on a simplicial (i.e., triangular for 3D) scheme. In other words, sim-
plices/triangles are formed between points obtained on the front. The shape of
the triangles is automatically updated when a new point is added or a point is
removed from the Pareto set.435
3.2. Case study: A fed-batch reactor with uncertain parameters
The Williams-Otto fed-batch reactor is considered. The following reaction
scheme takes place in the reactor: A+B → C, C+B → P +E and P +C → G.
From these compounds, A is initially present in the reactor and B is fed. The440
products P and E are useful products, whereas product G is an undesired
by-product. All the model parameters, their values, the initial conditions and
additional constraints are reported in literature ??.
Reactor model. The reactor model can be expressed as follows:445
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d
dt
xA(t) = − xAu1
1000V
− k1η1xAxB , (47)
d
dt
xB(t) =
(1− xB)u1
1000V
− k1η1xAxB − k2η2xBxC , (48)
d
dt
xC(t) = − xCu1
1000V
+ k7η1xAxB − k3η2xBxC − k6η3xCxP , (49)
d
dt
xP (t) = − xPu1
1000V
+ k2η2xBxC − k4η3xCxP , (50)
d
dt
xE(t) = − xEu1
1000V
+ k3η2xBxC , (51)
d
dt
xG(t) = − xGu1
1000V
− k5η3xCxP , (52)
d
dt
T (t) =
(TF − T )u1
1000V
+ k8η1xAxB + k9η2xBxC
+ k10η3xCxP − l1(T − 1000u2), (53)
d
dt
V (t) =
u1
1000
, (54)
where the states xi(t) for i = A, B, C, P, E, G are the reactant and product
concentrations, T (t) represents the reactor temperature and V (t) indicates the
reaction liquid volume. The reactions can be controlled by adjusting the feed
rate of reactant B, u1(t), and the cooling jacket temperature, u2(t).
450
Constraints. An upper bound of 90◦C is imposed to prevent thermal runaway,
while a lower bound of 60◦C is put in place to avoid phase transitions inside the
reactor:
60◦C 6 T (t) 6 90◦C. (55)
Uncertainty on two key parameters, i.e., the feed temperature TF and the
heat transfer coefficient l1 between the reactor and the cooling jacket, is taken
in consideration. These two parameters directly affect the reactor temperature
T as can be seen from Eq. (53). It is assumed that the uncertainty on the two
considered parameters is described by a Gaussian distribution with a standard
23
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deviation of 10% of the actual mean value. The Sigma Point method allows
calculating the reactor temperature’s expected value T¯ and the relative variance-
covariance matrix PT by propagating the uncertainty on the two parameters
through the nonlinear dynamic system, i.e., Eqs. (47)-(54). It is now possible
to achieve a higher level of robustness, i.e., a lower operation risk, by imposing
the constraint expressed in Eq. (55) in analogy with the constraint formulation
reported in Eq. (45) as:
T¯ − αT
√
PT > 60
◦C, (56)
T¯ + αT
√
PT 6 90
◦C. (57)
It has to be noted that in this case the variance-covariance matrix PT col-
lapses to a scalar value since it is only calculated for the reactor temperature
differential state T . In analogy with Eq. (45), this formulation can be inter-
preted as a single chance constraint and it allows considering the maximization
of αT directly as an objective function leading to (i) the minimization of opera-455
tional risk and (ii) the trade-offs evaluation with the other investigated objective
functions. The normality assumption can be afterwards checked via dedicated
Monte Carlo realizations before implementing a selected solution in real-life.
Objective functions. Originally, a global objective function simultaneously con-
sidering the maximization of the product P and E was proposed (?). Succes-
sively, a multi-objective formulation considering the maximization of P and E
as individual objectives was proposed in ?. In the current work, five differ-
ent objective functions are simultaneously considered. In particular, the five
individual objective functions are: (i) the maximization of product P , (ii) the
maximization of product E, (iii) the minimization of waste product G, (iv) the
minimization of the total batch time tf , and (v) the minimization of opera-
tional risks, i.e., the maximization of αT. These five objective functions can be
24
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mathematically expressed as follows:
J1 = −xE(tf)V (tf), (58)
J2 = −xP (tf)V (tf), (59)
J3 = xG(tf)V (tf), (60)
J4 = tf , (61)
J5 = −αT. (62)
It has to be noted that the optimization problem is formulated in a minimization
framework, hence, a minus sign is assigned to objective functions J1, J2 and J5460
in order to ensure their maximization. The five objectives considered cover the
three pillars of sustainable development. It can be seen that the maximization
of product E (i.e., J1) and P (i.e., J2) and the minimization of batch time
(i.e., J4), are directly related to the economic sustainability aspect, while the
minimization of waste product G (i.e., J3), and of operational risks (i.e., maxi-465
mization of J5) are related to environmental and societal sustainability aspects.
The minimization of operational risk (i.e., reducing the chances of hazardous
situations) allows to directly quantify the arising trade-offs between the increase
in robustness of the process operation and the more economically and environ-
mentally oriented objective functions.470
In order to maintain the number of considered objectives in a suitable range
to allow the user to gain the most information out of it without overloading
him/her (??), reduction techniques like Principle Components Analysis (PCA)
(?), Self Organizing Maps (SOM) ? or others can be considered. Additionally,475
as a general remark it is appropriate to formulate objective functions that have
a clear (bio)chemical interpretation or specific measures that are used in the
field of the investigated problems.
The presented RMOOCP problem constitutes of 50 ODEs. The problem is480
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subsequently reformulated into an NLP according to the OCoL method with a
4th order Lagrange polynomial and 50 piecewise constant intervals. The result-
ing NLP presents 8101 decision variables of which 101 are degrees of freedom for
the optimizer. Hence, a total of 8000 equality and 300 inequality constraints are
imposed. The solution of one NLP corresponds to a Pareto point on the front485
and it is typically achieved in less than 10 s, which, hence, enables real-time
decision-making.
3.3. The Pareto Browser graphical user interface
The case study introduced in the previous section is used to actively intro-
duce the Pareto Browser. At first only J1, J3 and J5 are considered in order490
to be able to start with a 3D visualization (which is a more familiar visualiza-
tion for most of the DMs). The results for the complete five-objective problem
along with the dedicated features of the Pareto Browser for high-dimensional
problems are reported in Section 4.
495
Figure 3 depicts the standard screenshot that appears when a RMOOCP
is solved with the Pareto Browser. The decision-maker can click points that
are of particular interest to him/her on the left plot. These points will then
be highlighted in the Pareto front while the corresponding state and control
profiles will be plotted, with matching colors, on the right part of the main500
figure (see Figure 3). Additionally, the confidence region (CR) associated with
the value of the back-off parameter αT is plotted for each of the state profiles
as it can be seen in the right part of the Figure 3. In particular, it is possi-
ble to notice the difference in the reactor temperature profile T induced by the
different robustness levels adopted for the two points. In fact, the confidence505
region related to the solution highlighted in dark grey is much larger than the
one corresponding to the Pareto point identified with a light grey color. Hence,
a lower operational risk is achieved when the batch reactor is run according to
the Pareto point highlighted in dark grey. The radio buttons on the right allow
visualizing different states and controls. The number of radio buttons next to510
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the state and control plots is respectively given by the number of states and
controls of the investigated case study, i.e., for this case eight states and two
controls.
The different functionalities of the Pareto Browser, i.e., one for each of the515
depicted buttons in Figure 3, are illustrated by actively solving the considered
problem. In this way the reader can better understand the general idea under
which the Pareto Browser decision-support tool was designed. The first feature
that a DM can use is the Add all centroids. By clicking on this button all the
centroids of the triangles reported in Figure 3 are calculated. This results in520
a finer discretization of the Pareto front allowing the DM to evaluate different
regions of the Pareto set before expressing his/her preferences. In this case four
additional points are added to the Pareto front, each of the points is the solution
of a dedicated NLP of the size reported in Section 3.2. The Add centroid button
adds only one centroid that can be interactively selected via a pop-up window.525
An example of this is reported in the next section (Section 4) for a five-objective
case study.
After exploring the various alternatives, the DM settles his/her interest for
the region in between the two highlighted points in Figure 4. In particular, the
DM is satisfied with the level of robustness of both the points highlighted in530
light grey and the one highlighted in dark grey. However, the DM is willing to
compromise on the amount of production of component E in order to reduce the
production of the unwanted by-product G. To achieve a solution that expresses
his/her preferences best, the DM can proceed in different ways.
535
For instance, if the DM wishes to obtain an exploration point in the region
of interest between the two highlighted points he/she can click on the Estimate
point button. Then, the top plot in Figure 5 pops up on the screen and the
DM can move the star marker to the desired location for the estimated point.
The position of the star marker is determined with the use of the two sliders on540
the bottom of the left plot in Figure 5. It is worth to point out that, only two
27
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out of three weights can be directly manipulated, the third one is calculated
as a complement to 1 in respect to the one specified by the sliders. This is
implemented to ensure that the assumption of convex weights holds. Once the
Confirm button is clicked, the estimated point is added to the main graph and545
is identified by a diamond marker (see bottom graph in Figure 5). However,
it has to be noted that an estimated point is not obtained via a solution of an
optimization problem and, hence, it will not be a Pareto optimal point.
To check whether the estimated point represents his/her expectations, the550
DM can use one of the alternative visualizations available in the Pareto Browser.
Figure 6 is triggered when the Level diagram button is clicked. In particular,
all the Pareto points present in the bottom plot in Figure 5 are also reported
here. The Level diagram button generates a plot with m different graphs, one
for each of the considered m objective functions. Each graph depicts on the555
y-axis the distance between each Pareto point and the utopia point while on
the x-axis a different objective function is reported for each graph. The main
advantage of this visualization strategy is that points remain at the same y-axis
level in each of the different plots. Moreover, Figure 6 is also interactive and
allows highlighting the reported points. With this plot the DM can more easily560
assess if the estimated point represents his/her preferences.
For example, in this case the estimated point is located between the two high-
lighted points in all the three subplots of Figure 6. Moreover, the estimated
point retains a significant value for the production of the component E and it is
still inside the desired values for the back-off parameter αT. Finally, the consid-565
ered estimated point also achieves a considerable reduction of the production of
the unwanted component G. Hence, it can be stated that the estimated point
corresponds to the DM’s preferences. Then, the DM can decide to convert the
estimated point into an optimization solution, i.e., to compute a corresponding
Pareto point. This can be done by clicking on the Add point button. This570
action gives rise to a plot similar to the one used to generate the estimated
point (top plot in Figure 5). By moving the star marker in Figure 7 in the
30
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Figure 11: The graph is constituted of two subplots, i.e., one for each control variable described
in the problem in Section 3.2. In particular, in each subplot three different trends are depicted,
i.e., one for each of the highlighted points in Figure 8.
4. Extension to high-dimensional problems: A five-objective case
study with uncertain parameters
In this section the case study presented in Section 3.2 is solved while simul-
taneously considering all five objectives (Eqs. (58)-(62)). This allows presenting610
the interactive features of the Pareto Browser for high-dimensional problems.
In the Pareto Browser, parallel coordinates (?) (PC) is the predefined method
of visualization when a problem with more than three objectives is solved. In
this visualization method each line represents an n-dimensional point, where n
is the number of the parallel axes present in the plot. The parallel coordinates615
visualization allows the DM to see the trade-offs between several objectives at
once. Moreover, parallel coordinates, when applied to multi-objective optimiza-
tion, allows detecting non-Pareto optimal points. As there should always be
a trade-off between objectives, it is a necessary condition for Pareto optimal
points to have crossing lines in their parallel coordinates representation.620
As in Section 3.3 the different functionalities are introduced via the search
for one preferred solution. In particular, Figure 12 depicts the starting Pareto
set constituted of 15 Pareto solutions, of which five are the anchor points and
the remaining 10 represent intermediate solutions between couples of anchor625
points. As can be seen from Figure 12 the right part of the Pareto Browser,
where states and controls are plotted, is exactly the same as the one for the 3D
case. The possibility of highlighting points and plotting corresponding state and
36
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control profiles is retained as most of the other functionalities. However, the
Add all centroids button is not present anymore. This is due to the lack of the630
possibility to efficiently visualize five dimensional simplices in the Parallel Coor-
dinates plot. Additionally, given the large number of solutions the use of colors
to highlight the different points and solutions is necessary in high-dimensional
problems.
635
For this case study it is assumed that the DM is primarily interested in inves-
tigating the effect of the two objective functions added here, i.e., J2 maximizing
the production of P and J4 minimizing the batch time tf, respectively defined
in Eqs. (59) and (61). At first the DM expresses the preference to investigate
the trade-off between reducing operational risk and maximizing J2. In this re-640
spect, the highlighted point in Figure 12 depicts the anchor point for objective
J2 (blue line) and the intermediate point between this solution and the anchor
point for the maximization of αT. In other words the two highlighted points
were respectively obtained with the following scalarization parameter vectors
wblue = [0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0]
⊺ and wyellow = [0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5]
⊺.645
As it can be seen from the corresponding reactor temperature profiles re-
ported in the top right graph in Figure 12, the robustification effect is quite
significant. In fact, the yellow temperature profile lies quite distant from the
bottom constraint, while the blue temperature profile touches the bottom con-650
straint. It is also possible to notice the constrained arc defined in the blue
control profile (right bottom plot in Figure 12) corresponding to the period of
time when the bottom temperature constraint is active. Then, if for instance
neither of the highlighted solutions satisfy the DM (i.e., the yellow one does not
produce enough P and the blue one does not reduce the operational risk enough)655
a compromise solution can be generated by clicking on the Add centroid button).
The Add centroid button launches a new figure (i.e., Figure 13) in which the
DM can click on a certain number of points. He/she should click on the points
37
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that are most interesting according to his/her preferences such that the centroid
of the n-dimensional object identified by the clicked points can be calculated.
The number of points that can be clicked is limited to the number of objective
functions, i.e., the dimension of the problem. The centroid is calculated as
follows:
Pest =
∑
n
i=1 Pi
n
n = # clicked points (63)
In this case the DM selects the two previously highlighted points in Fig-
ure 12. The markers of the point selected change from blue circles to orange
triangles and the approximation of the solution that will be calculated is iden-660
tified by a black star marker. As can be seen in Figure 13, the points remain
highlighted in the new plotted window. This allows an easier selection process
for the DM. Moreover, the DM can choose with the radio button on the top
left three different visualization methods under which he/she can select points,
i.e., 2D, 3D and parallel coordinates. In Figure 13 the 2D representation is665
used. Similarly to the 2D combination graph in Figure 9 also here the 2D (non-
ordered) combinations of objective functions are plotted. In complete analogy,
the 3D radio button will generate a graph with a plot for each of the possible 3D
(non-ordered) combinations of objective functions. However, it has to be noted
that for 5 (or more) objectives this latter option is not so interesting since the670
same number of 2D and 3D (non-ordered) combinations of objective functions
is generated. (For more than five objectives the number 3D combinations even
exceeds the number of 2D combinations.) Hence, the 2D button allows repre-
senting the same amount of information with equal or less plots. Alternatively,
a parallel coordinates representation similar to the left plot of Figure 12 can be675
used to select the preferred solutions.
The solution obtained as a result of the Add centroid button is highlighted
in red in Figure 14 and it is characterized by the scalarization parameter vector
wcentroid 1 = [0.0 0.75 0.0 0.0 0.25]
⊺. The achieved solution is, as expected,680
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field of information and visualization analytics, while the efficient solution of
the subtended problem relates to the field of mathematical optimization. Addi-
tionally, the design of the human interaction step should be carefully considered745
also from a psychological point of view, since the used tool should not influence
the final decision of the user (??). In this section, a discussion of the advantages
and drawbacks of the proposed framework is reported and, then, taking this as
starting point future research directions are highlighted.
5.1. Advantages and Drawbacks750
The different advantages and drawbacks related to the Pareto Browsers are
going to be discussed in separate paragraphs according to the specific point of
view, i.e., optimization, interactivity and visualization. In each paragraph the
advantages are going to be listed first followed by the related drawbacks and
possible mitigating measures. Finally, a discussion on future research directions755
is reported. It is important to notice that the final application of the presented
tool is the solution of nonlinear dynamic multi-objective optimization problems
under uncertainty in real-time, hence, several characteristics of the proposed
tool were specifically selected to achieve this goal.
The underlying multi-objective and dynamic optimization algorithm.. The pro-760
posed tools make use of an adapted interactive version of well-known scalar-
ization methods (i.e., NBI and ENNC) linked with advanced automatic dif-
ferentiation methods and fast gradient-based deterministic approaches to solve
the considered numerical optimization problems. The advantages of this set-
up are: (i) the efficient solution of series of large-scale NLPs arising from the765
scalarization methods, (ii) the easy definition of complex constraints, (iii) the
possibility to deal with many (i.e., more than three) objective functions and (iv)
the generation of a well-defined Pareto front. Additionally, the advanced com-
putational capabilities of the proposed framework are certainly needed when
the problem size increases due to the incorporation of uncertainty. Possible770
drawbacks of the implemented methodology relate to: (i) the inability to tackle
45
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objective functions of discontinuous nature, i.e., non-differentiable, (ii) the solu-
tion of the problems can only guaranteed to be locally optimal, (iii) the selected
scalarization methods can return dominated (non-optimal) Pareto points and
(iv) the more extreme regions of the Pareto front are not easily explored in775
3D or higher-dimensional cases. Possible ways to mitigate these drawbacks
can include the implementation in the proposed tool of globalization strate-
gies (e.g., scatter search (?) or evolutionary strategies (?)). These techniques
can be used in an initial phase of the problem solution and when the DM is
satisfied with a more local area of search he/she can decide to switch to deter-780
ministic approaches. To achieve the entire exploration of the Pareto front the
implementation of the achievement scalarization function can prove beneficial.
Evolutionary strategies can also address the shortcoming in solving discontinu-
ous objective functions. However, given the more computationally demanding
nature of these latter methods parallelization strategies should be deployed to785
still achieve a real-time decision-making procedure. Finally, additional Pareto
filter types (?) to remove dominated solutions and facilitate the decision process
can be introduced.
The interactive framework.. As described throughout the paper, the DM in-
teraction within the Pareto Browser is achieved via dedicated decision-support790
plots. In particular, the DM is asked to express his/her preferences by browsing
the weights space via sliders. This action is directly translated into a projection
in the criteria space, hence, the DM can readily see where the point to be added
will eventually end up. Additionally, a simplicial grid is fitted on the Pareto
front. This grid allows to refine the entire Pareto front at once and to easily add795
points in higher-dimensional problems. The proposed interaction differs from
the other reported in literature for this last two abilities. However, such an
interaction may not be the favorite way for the DM to express his/her prefer-
ences. In fact the proposed interaction mechanism might require some previous
knowledge of multi-objective optimization from the DM. This is in general less800
required when a reference-based interaction mechanism is implemented (see,
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e.g., ??). The idea of the authors would be to additionally implement in a short
future a reference-based approach, i.e., the Achievement Scalarizing Function
(ASF). Additionally, it would be beneficial if the DM could freely switch be-
tween different solution methodologies. To do so, a mathematical equivalence805
between the solutions obtained with different methods is desirable. In this re-
spect, the works reported in ? and ?, which links solutions of WS, NBI and
ENNC, could be extended to the ASF function.
The visualization of multi-dimensional Pareto sets.. One of the major chal-
lenges to achieve a mature expert system for the solution of high-dimensional810
multi-objective problems is the proper visualization of the obtained results. In
this work this issue is addressed by implementing different visualization strate-
gies which the DM can interactively explore. Additionally, the DM can also
switch between the methods to possibly gain different insights which are not
at reach in other. The sort of interactive and interchangeable visualization815
strategy adopted in this work presents some advantages when handling a large
amount of objectives. However, all the proposed visualization methods present
a common drawback, i.e., the resulting graphs tend to clutter and, hence, lose
effectiveness in information transfer. A possible solution to this problem can
be the use of more interactive platforms allowing the possibility to construct820
advanced interaction schemes between the software and the DM. For example
web based implementation can prove beneficial in this respect (?).
5.2. Future research directions.
Further quantify the societal and environmental aspect.. Nowadays, industry
and society are faced with the enormous task to improve themselves focusing825
not only on the economic aspect but also on the complex human and ecological
ones. In this context, it becomes crucial to devise new metrics to incorporate
environmental and societal cost functions in optimization frameworks. For the
environmental aspect a few interesting strategies exist and successful attempts
to introduce them in optimization studies have been reported in literature (e.g.,830
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??). This is certainly not the same, up to the authors’ knowledge, for soci-
etal related cost functions. Therefore, an effort should be dedicated to define
and introduce societal and environmental metrics that can be adopted in op-
timization studies. This eventually will lead to tailored tools to empower the
new generation of DMs to make more informed, sound and globally beneficial835
decision.
Use of classification and decision-support methods.. One important limitation
of the available interactive multi-objective methods is the ability to efficiently
solve complex problems with many objectives (i.e., more than three). In this
respect, an important aspect to be considered is the processing capabilities of840
the human DM (??). In the same context, the definition of the way the DM
is called to express his/her preferences and the amount of information he/she
is required to provide each time becomes crucial (?). Hence, the introduction
of classification, data reduction techniques and machine learning algorithms
to identify conflicting and synergetic objectives and to appropriately steer the845
decision process has to be considered for future implementation. A first example
of such an approach was presented in ?.
Interactive visualization strategies.. As already highlighted in the course of this
work one of the main areas to be further investigated in the context of interactive
multi-objective optimization is definitely the appropriate definition of tailored850
visualization strategies to correctly understand the obtained results especially
for problems with many objectives (i.e., more than three) (?). In this respect,
the use of a programming environment that allows the definition of highly in-
teractive visualizations can produce a significant added value (?). However,
care should be taken in the definition and implementation of this strategy such855
that the final decision is not influenced by the particular visualization strategy
adopted. Hence, the proposed visualization methods should be instrumental to
the decision process without invading or disrupting it.
48
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Global multi-objective optimization. One of the limitations of the presented
framework is the inability to guaranty the solution of the problem to global860
optimality. Evolutionary schemes have proven to reach globally optimal solu-
tions, however, they suffer from long computational time. An alternative can
be represented by the development of deterministic global multi-objective op-
timization approaches. In this respect various set based methods have been
proposed in literature, e.g., the so-called sandwich or interval methods (e.g. ??)865
could be coupled with fast local gradient-based methods to achieve computa-
tionally efficient solutions while guaranteeing global optimality. Additionally,
further research is needed to improve the existing set based methods from both
theoretical and computational point of view.
6. Conclusions870
This work has introduced the Pareto Browser, a novel interactive decision-
support system for the multi-objective optimization of nonlinear dynamic pro-
cesses with uncertainty. The proposed framework enables, for the first time,
considering the operational risk as an objective function delivering a direct trade-
off evaluation between reducing operational risk and, e.g., reactor productivity875
and/or energy consumption. Moreover, the possibility to seamlessly visualize
state and control profiles for every Pareto point along with the related robust-
ness level has been found crucial to achieve a sound and well-informed final
decision. The quantification of the operational risk is achieved via an efficient
formulation of the arising robust multi-objective optimization problem based on880
the sigma point approach. Additionally, the proposed framework makes use of
automatic differentiation and fast gradient-based algorithms to facilitate real-
time updates of the Pareto front according to the DM’s preferences, both these
features proved beneficial and highly desirable. The different interactive visual-
ization strategies made available in the proposed framework have been an asset885
in generating additional insights and support the DM in deciding how to refine
his/her preferences. In this respect, the use of a multi-dimensional simplicial
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grid allows the DM to quickly update the Pareto set both entirely or locally also
for problems with many objectives (i.e., more than three). Finally, the Pareto
Browser is successfully tested on a chemical engineering optimal control prob-890
lem with two uncertain parameters and five objective functions. In particular,
the trade-offs between the considered objective functions were correctly quan-
tified while no additional computational time was spent in uninteresting parts
of the Pareto set according to the DM’s preferences.
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